from a recently conducted employment survey were presented as well. From this the graduates were better informed about what they could expect from the current job market. The highlight of the evening is, of course, the Lucky Draw! This year, the top-prized winners walked away with a home theatre system (3rd prize), a 3D/2N Bangkok tour (2nd prize) and the grand prize was an NTU Alumni Town Club membership valued at more than $3000.

With that final exciting item, the evening came to an end. Many graduates remained, though, to mingle and exchange contact details with friends.

Best wishes to all of you, Class of 2005!

**Gold Award**
NATALIA FILO SUTANTO

**Silver Award**
HAN POH KWANG KENNY
HAN WEI YANG
SHEN XIAOXIN
SWAMINATHAN SEKAR
TAN DUNLIN
VIKRAM BAJAJ
YEONG KEONG WEE

**Bronze Award**
ABHISHEK GUPTA
ASHWIN PATRAVALI
GOH YAN QIN KATHARINE
KWAN WEI JIE VICTOR
LIU JIAZHEN ADELINA
NG HUI MIN
SEOW YIHUA ANGELINE
TAMMA VINAY REDDY
TANNA CHANG
YAMINI JAGANNADHAN
ZHANG GUO